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The Promise  

 
"A road way is to be provided for a foard [ford] crossing at appx sta 1094+50"  
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"A road way is to be provided for a foard [ford] crossing at appx sta 1094+50."
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Station 1094+50 
 

"A road way is to be provided for a foard [ford] crossing at appx sta 1094+50"  
 

(I don’t understand how Director Waymack interpreted the station location as 
1044+50. Station 1044+50 is nowhere near the landowner’s property.) 
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This is highway station 1094+50. The 1935 Agreement says: 
 "A road way is to be provided for a foard [ford] crossing at appx sta 1094+50."

anthonyoconnell
I eventually realized that my getting a permit(s) for a crossing, even though it was the only option allowed,  could be used to take away my legal right to have the Commonwealth provide the crossing.  My getting a permit would be saying I would provide the crossing so I did not get any permits.Sometime around 2000-2005 I made a temporary ford at this location where I owned both sides of the river. No permits were required and I did not ask for any permits.
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Original and existing access road.

anthonyoconnell
Original ford crossing.

anthonyoconnell
The new river channel cuts through the existing access road at approximate Highway Station 1094+50.
The 1935 Agreement promises a new ford crossing at station 1094+50 ("A road way is to be provided for a foard [ford] crossing at appx sta 1094+50."
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The correct station is 1094+50. Station 1044+50 is not on the landowners property. Reference sheet 13 of State Highway Project 724-F.
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